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In this paper, robust stabilization for a class of uncertain systems with multiple
time delays is considered. A procedure of controller design for the global asymp-
totic stabilization of such systems via linear control is provided. A numerical
example is given to illustrate our main result. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Time delay is often encountered in various areas, such as chemical
engineering systems, the AIDS epidemic, ship stabilization, aircraft stabi-
lization, manual control, the turbojet engine, the nuclear reactor, the
microwave oscillator, the rolling mill, and systems with lossless transmis-
sion lines. It is frequently a source of instability and a source of generation
of oscillation in many systems. Typical systems with multiple time delays
include the turbojet engine, the microwave oscillator, the control of
epidemics, the inferred grinding model, and the population dynamics
model. Consequently, robust stabilization for systems with time delays has
w xbeen a main concern of researchers; see, for example, 1, 4, 6, 10 .
System uncertainties can roughly be classified into two categories,
namely, matched and mismatched uncertainties. For matched uncertain-
ties, the controller is usually composed of two parts. The first part is
designed to stabilize the nominal portion, while the second part is used to
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paper, robust stabilization via a linear control for a class of uncertain
systems with multiple time delays and matched uncertainty is considered.
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND MAIN RESULT
For convenience, we define some of the notation that will be used
throughout the paper:
R [ the set of all real numbers,
R [ the set of all nonnegative real numbers,q
R n [ the n-dimensional real space,
R m=n [ the set of all real m = n matrices,
T  T .  .A resp. X [ the transpose of matrix A resp., vector X ,
5 5A [ the spectral norm of matrix A,
5 5X [ the Euclidean norm of vector X,
 .l P [ the minimal eigenvalue of symmetric matrix P,min
 .l P [ the maximal eigenvalue of symmetric matrix P,max
1 T .  .  .m A [ the matrix measure of A; m A s l A q A ,max2
P ) 0 [ P is a positive-definite symmetric matrix,
 4r [ 1, 2, . . . , r ,
 4r [ 0, 1, 2, . . . , r ,
I [ the unit matrix,
; [ means ``for every.''
In this paper, we consider the following uncertain system with multiple
time delays:
r
x t s A x t q A x t y h .  .  .Ç 0 k k
ks1
q D f t , x t , x t y h , . . . , x t y h .  .  . .1 r
q B q D B s t u t , t g R , 1a .  .  . . . q
w xx t s u t , t g yH , 0 , 1b .  .  .
n m  .where x g R , u g R is the input, x is the segment of x s fort
 .  . w x n=nt y H F s F t with H ) 0, x s s x t q s , ; s g yH, 0 , A g R , ;t k
k g r, and B g R n=m are known matrices, the parameter uncertainty
 .s ? : R ª V is a Lebesgue measurable function and V is a compact
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p  . p n=msubset of R , the input matrix uncertainty D B ? : R ª R is continu-
 .ous, the uncertainty D f ? is a smooth vector-valued function, the initial
 . w x  4vector u ? is a continuous function on yH, 0 , and H s max h isk g r k
also given.
 .The following assumptions are made on system 1 throughout this
paper.
 .  .A1 The pair A , B is completely controllable.0
 .   .. m= mA2 There exists a continuous function D B s t g R such1
that
D B s t s B ? D B s t , ; s g V , 2a .  .  . .  .1
D B s q D BT s .  .1 1
b [ min l ) y1. 2b .min  /2sgV
 .   .  . A3 There is a smooth function D f t, x t , x t y h , . . . , x t y1 1
.. mh g R such thatr
D f t , x t , x t y h , . . . , x t y h .  .  . .1 r
s B ? D f t , x t , x t y h , . . . , x t y h , ; t g R , 3a .  .  .  . .1 1 r q
and there are nonnegative constants a , k g r, such that, for all argu-k
ments,
r
5 5 5 5D f t , z , z , . . . , z F a ? z , t g R . 3b .  . .1 0 1 r k k q
ks0
 .Remark 1. The value of b in 2b always exists by the continuity of
 .  .D B ? and the compactness of V. The condition b ) y1 in 2b assures1
that the designer knows the direction of the control even in the worst case
w x2, 5 .
Before proceeding, a lemma is provided.
w xLEMMA 1 12 . For any real ¨ectors X and X with appropriate dimen-1 2
sions and any « ) 0, we ha¨e
1
T T T TX X q X X F « X X q X X .1 2 2 1 1 1 2 2«
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 .Since the pair A , B is assumed to be completely controllable, we can0
m= n Ãchoose a constant matrix K g R such that A s A y BK is Hurwitz0
and the following Lyapunov equation:
Ã T ÃA P q PA s y2 r ? I 4 .
has a unique solution P ) 0.
Now we present our main result for the global asymptotic stabilization
 .of system 1 .
 .  .  .THEOREM 1. System 1 satisfying A1 ] A3 is globally asymptotically
stabilizable by a linear control pro¨ided
r
2 25 5 5 5P ? A - r , 5 . k
ks1
 .where P ) 0 is the unique solution of 4 . In this case, a suitable stabilizing
linear control is gi¨ en by
u t s y K q j ? BTP x t , 6 .  .  . .
where the parameters j , l, h , k g r, are positi¨ e numbers satisfyingk
r r
2 2 y1 2 y15 5 5 5P ? A q r ? l q a ? h - r , 7a . . k k k
ks1 ks0
r h q lrks0 k
5 5j G , r [ max D B s K . 7b .  .12 1 q b sgV .
 .  .  .  .  .Proof. By 2 and 3 , system 1 subject to the control 6 with 7 can
be written as
r
Tx t s A y BK y j ? BB P x t q A x t y h .  .  .Ç  . 0 k k
ks1
q B ? D f t , x t , x t y h , . . . , x t y h .  .  . .1 1 r
y B ? D B s K q j ? BTP x t , 8a .  .  . .1
w xx t s u t , t g yH , 0 . 8b .  .  .
The functional given by
r
tT TV x s x t Px t q d x t x t dt 9 .  .  .  .  .  . Ht k
tyhkks1
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w xis a legitimate Lyapunov functional candidate 8 , where P ) 0 is the
 .unique solution of 4 and d G 0, k g r, are constants to be chosen. Thek
 .  .time derivative of V x along the trajectories of system 8 is given byt
Ç T TV x s x t Px t q x t Px t .  .  .  .  .Ç Çt
r
T Tq d ? x t x t y x t y h x t y h .  .  .  . . k k k
ks1
r
TT TÃ Ãs x t A P q PA y 2j ? PBB P q d ? I x t .  . k
ks1
r
Tq 2 x t P A x t y h .  . k k
ks1
qB ? D f t , x t , x t y h , . . . , x t y h .  .  . .1 1 r
T Ty 2 x t P B ? D B s K q j ? B P x t .  .  . .1
r
Ty d ? x t y h x t y h . 10 .  .  . k k k
ks1
 .  .By 2 , 3 , and Lemma 1, we have
r
T2 x t P A x t y h q B D f t , x t , x t y h , . . . , x t y h .  .  .  .  . . k k 1 1 r
ks1
r
T T T 2F rx t x t q x t y h A P A x t y h .  .  .  . k k k k
ks1
r
T5 5 5 5 5 5q 2 a x t q a x t y h ? B Px t .  .  .0 k k /
ks1
r
2 2T5 5 5 5F r ? x t q h ? B Px t .  . k
ks0
r
2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5q P ? A ? x t y h . k k
ks1
2 r 2a a0 k2 25 5 5 5q x t q x t y h , h ) 0, ; i g r . .  . k i /h h0 kks1
11 .
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 .By 7b , we have
T 5 T 5 5 5y2 x t PB D B s Kx t F 2 r ? B Px t ? x t .  .  .  .  .1
r2 2T5 5 5 5F lr ? B Px t q x t , l ) 0, .  .
l
12 .
y2j ? xT t PB D B t BTPx t .  .  .1
D B s q D BT s .  .1 1T Ts y2j ? x t PB B Px t .  . /2
5 T 5 2F y2j ? b ? B Px t . 13 .  .
 .  .  .By 4 and 10 ] 13 , we have
r 2r a0 2Ç 5 5V x F y r y d y q ? x t .  .t k /l h0ks1
r
2T5 5y 2j ? 1 q b y h y lr ? B Px t .  . k /
ks0
2r ak2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5y d y P ? A y ? x t y h . 14 .  . k k k /hkks1
5 5 2 5 5 2 2  .  .Now we let d [ P ? A q a rh , ; k g r. By 7 and 14 , therek k k k
exists a constant n ) 0 such that
Ç 25 5V x F yn ? x t . 15 .  .  .t
w x  .  .  .Thus, by 8, Theorem 5.2.1 with 9 and 15 , we conclude that system 1 ,
 .  .subject to the control 6 with 7 , is globally asymptotically stable. This
completes our proof.
The controller design procedure is provided in the following.
Step 1. Appropriately select a matrix K g R m= n such that the matrix
ÃA s A y BK is Hurwitz and find the unique solution P of the Lyapunov0
 .equation 4 .
5 5 2 r 5 5 2Step 2. If the inequality P ?  A - r is satisfied, then go toks1 k
Step 3; otherwise go back to Step 1 for another K.
5  . 5Step 3. Calculate r s max D B s K and choose some suffi-s g V 1
 .ciently large positive constants j , l, h , k g r, satisfying 7 .k
 . Step 4. A suitable stabilizing controller is constructed as u t s y K q
T .  .j ? B P x t .
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m= n Ã . Remark 2. If we may choose a K g R such that m A - y r ?
r 2 1r2 Ã 25 5 . w x 5 5  . 5 5 A - 0, then, by 9 , we have P F yrrm A and P ?ks1 k
r 5 5 2  .  . A - r ; that is, 5 is satisfied. In this case, system 1 is alwaysks1 k
globally asymptotically stabilizable by a linear control.
Remark 3. Consider the special case when the matrices A , k g r, arek
in the range space of B, that is, A s B ? A , A g R m= n, k g r. Thenk k1 k1
 .the second and third terms in 1 can be combined and a and A can bek k
5 5  .  .replaced by a q A and 0, respectively, in 5 and 7 . In this case,k k1
 .system 1 is always globally asymptotically stabilizable by a linear control.
 .  .For the controller 6 , 7 can be satisfied for sufficiently large numbers l,
h , k g r, and j .k
 .  .Remark 4. From 5 , it is clear that one can stabilize system 1
 .  .satisfying A1 ] A3 for arbitrary large values of a , k g r, when A s 0k k
for all k g r.
3. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
Consider the following uncertain system with multiple time delays:
2
x t s A x t q A x t y h .  .  .Ç 0 i i
is1
q D f t , x t , x t y h , x t y h q Bu t , 16 .  .  .  .  . .1 2
where
1 12 y0.3 0.1A s , A s ,0 111 2 0.1 y0.4
y0.4 0.1 2A s , B s ,2 0.1 y0.3 2
D f t , x t , x t y h , x t y h .  .  . .1 2
2D f t , x t , x t y h , x t y h .  .  . .1 1 2s ,
2D f t , x t , x t y h , x t y h .  .  . .1 1 2
D f t , x t , x t y h , x t y h .  .  . .1 1 2
5 5 5 5 5 5F 0.2 x t q 0.2 x t y h q 0.2 x t y h , 17 .  .  .  .1 2
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 .  .and 0 F h F H, ; k g 2. Comparing 16 with 1 , one has r s 2. Com-k
 .  .  .  .paring A2 and A3 with 16 and 17 , one has D B s 0, a s a s a1 0 1 2
s 0.2, and b s 0.
 .It is easy to show that the pair A , B is completely controllable.0
w xSuppose we choose K s 5.5 6 such that
y10 0ÃA s A y BK s0 0 y10
 .is Hurwitz, then solving the Lyapunov equation 4 , we have
0.2 0P s .
0 0.2
5 5 2 2 5 5 2  .Since we have P ?  A s 0.017 - 2, 5 is satisfied. By Theoremks1 k
 .  .1, system 16 can be stabilized by a linear controller. By 7b , we have
 .r s 0. If we choose h s h s h s 0.1 and l s 0.01, then 7a is satis-0 1 2
FIG. 1. Typical phase trajectories of the uncontrolled system.
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 .fied. In 7b , we may choose j s 0.2. By Theorem 1, a suitable stabilizing
controller is given by
w xu t s y 5.58 6.08 x t . .  .
With, for example,
h s 0.1, h s 0.2,1 2
D f t , x t , x t y h , x t y h .  .  . .1 1 2
s 0.2 sin x t y h ? x t ? x t .  .  . .1 1 2 1
y 0.2 cos x t y h ? x t y h .  . .2 2 2 1
q 0.2 sin x t ? x t y h ? x t y h , .  .  . .1 1 2 1 2
some typical phase trajectories of the uncontrolled and the feedback-
controlled systems are depicted in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively.
FIG. 2. Typical phase trajectories of the feedback-controlled system.
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